-MPT103 PHOTOGRAPHY EXCURSION TO CABO SAN PABLOThe Cabo San Pablo excursion is extraordinary, you will
understand the island from a natural and cultural point
of view. In an incredible way you will capture the
diversity of nature that expresses the cultural diversity.
Its landscapes, cultural manifestations and ecosystems
are unique icons to capture photographs.

From the hotel you will travel in a comfortable vehicle
along the national route number towards the east. The
change of scenery becomes visible as you leave the city
and nature takes prominence.

A transcendental fact is that you will cross the Andes in
the direction of the city of Tolhuin (Heart of the Island),
ideal moment to get to know another way of life in
Tierra del Fuego Island.

Heading north the landscape changes, the cultural
activity changes, new images will appear to capture
other environments. The steppe takes center stage
with the Estancias de Tierra del Fuego that shows us
the road to Cape San Pablo.

Prepare your camera and get ready for the challenge of
speed, aperture, framing, all of which will make your
technique stand out in the natural and cultural
landscapes that you will be able to capture during this
journey.

Prepare your camera and get ready for a unique
experience. Nature with mammals (the Guanaco and
Gray Fox), Flora (yellow orchid, green orchid, white
orchid, etc.) and Birds (Upland Goose, Gray-headed
Goose, Andean Condor, Chimango, etc.).
The breathtaking views follow one after another and
increase our opportunities to capture panoramic
photos until we reach the Garibaldi Pass at 350 meters
above sea level with the option of macro photos with
the flower of the waterfall (October/November)
among others.
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At Cape San Pablo is the ideal moment to taste the
lunch box without forgetting the mythical Magellan
orchid that grows in this environment and the
opportunity to develop our ingenuity and art with the
ship aground on the coast.

INFORMATION OF INTEREST

Once our unique experience at the Cape was over, we
started our return to Ushuaia.

Difficulty: Low intensity, 1 hour hike.

Type of excursion: Combined, transfer in excursion and
hike.
Activity: photography - understanding of flora and
fauna.

Duration: 9 hours
Departure time: 8:30 am
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